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ABSTRACT

Since the introduction of Smalltalk, the object-oriented paradigm has become a popular technique for the organization of data and programs. In this paradigm, objects (collections of data and programs) are organized in a class hierarchy. These classes collect similar objects and serve as a repository for methods (programs) shared by those objects. We present a new simple model of objects that allows multi-dimensional inheritance. Objects, in our model, behave like communicating processes in Hoare’s CSP language, but with a different message-passing mechanism. This leads to a simple formal semantics for objects and inheritance.

1. Introduction

1.1 Object-oriented programming

There are two main approaches to structuring of data within programs: type theory and object oriented. In the type-theory approach, each datum is considered to be an element of a type. Complex types are formed out of basic types by mathematical operations such as cartesian product, disjoint sum, and function space. This approach results in elegant mathematical theories. Conventional imperative programming languages, such as Pascal, use a modified version of this approach. These languages provide primitive types (for example, boolean, character, and integer) and type constructors (such as, arrays and records).

The object-oriented approach combines three properties: encapsulation, inheritance, and organization. Abstract data types encapsulate data and operations into objects (for example, in Modula these objects are called modules). Each such object has its own private memory and local functions, resulting in modularity and information hiding. The more general object-oriented technique further organizes this set of encapsulated objects into a hierarchy (usually called a class or subclass-superclass hierarchy). This hierarchy serves to organize similar objects into groups called classes and then to organize similar classes into superclasses. Objects at any level of the hierarchy inherit all attributes of higher-level objects. This inheritance makes it possible for similar objects to share program codes. During execution, the search for an attribute begins at some level of the hierarchy and proceeds to the top - taking the first instance of the attribute that is found. Hence, an attribute at a lower-level hides an attribute of the same name at a higher level. This short circuit of the search
allows a subclass to customize the more general attributes of its superclass. Smalltalk is the best known language in this category.

1.2 Background

It is beyond the scope of this paper to detail all the different approaches to object-oriented systems. Some approaches are described in [D, GR, CBLL, Ha, LH, Ca]. A survey of the field can be found in [R]. A comparison of abstract data types and object-oriented programming can be found in [HW].

Object-oriented programming originated with Simula [D, DDH]. A Simula class is an abstract data type. In Simula, one class $X$ can be a refinement of another class $Y$. That is, $X$ inherits all the attributes and actions of $Y$. In addition, $X$ can add attributes and actions of its own. Dahl called this program concatenation and he described it as a textual substitution, rather than a runtime inheritance.

Smalltalk [GR] is probably the best known object-oriented language. In Smalltalk, there are two basic units: objects and classes. Classes contain function definitions (called methods) and data declarations. Every object is an instance of some class. That is, an object contains exactly those variables defined by it class. All operations on an object are defined in the class of that object, or in the superclass of that class, or in the superclass of the superclass, and so on. The top-level superclass is called Object. All classes are refinements of the superclass Object in that they add new or different methods or allow for more variables in their instances. Of course, classes themselves can be considered objects and are instances of their metaclasses. As an object, a class cannot contain it own specialized methods. These special methods are kept in the metaclass of the class.

Smalltalk objects interact by exchanging messages. In addition to message passing, different objects of a class can share variables, called class variables. Class variables are defined in the metaclass of the class and are accessible to any method defined in the class.

Smallworld [LH] is a shell language that uses the object-oriented paradigm. It is not intended to be a programming language, but rather a system for organizing files, programs and system commands. Its object model is different from that of Smalltalk in that an object is an independent entity and is not an instance of its class. That is, an object is a collection of properties: each property has a name and a value. Objects are grouped into classes (as defined by the class property of each object) solely for organization purposes. The member objects of a class need not have the same or even similar structures. A Smallworld object can define its own properties and methods, where methods are merely properties with the suffix .method. If an object does not have a requested property $p$ or method $m$, then it asks its class for property inherited:$p$ or method inherited:$m$. If not found, the request follows the superclass chain, until it reaches the top-level class, universe. Smallworld classes are normal objects (with class=class) and hence they can customize their own methods, eliminating the need for metaclasses. Furthermore, classes can provide inherited properties, which permit default values to be inherited from a class.

Smalltalk and Smallworld support only single inheritance. That is, each class has a unique superclass. The resulting class tree is often overly restrictive. Consider, for example, the following structure [Ca], where we consider age to be the function that returns the value of the age of the object.
In this example, \textit{vehicle} and \textit{machine} are subclasses of \textit{object}. The class \textit{car} is a subclass of both \textit{vehicle} and \textit{machine}, since it inherits methods from each. Any method to decrease the amount of fuel in a car should come from the machine description. Similarly any increase in speed should be manipulated by the vehicle description. In multiple inheritance systems [CBLA, CA, SBK], a class can inherit methods from more than one superclasses. Thus the subclass-superclass relation is no longer constrained to form a tree, but can form a directed acyclic graph.

Cardelli [Ca] gives a formal semantics of multiple inheritance. However, his notion of inheritance is type inheritance, and not class inheritance. That is, suppose that objects $a_1$ and $a_2$ are in the same class, and method $m_1$ of $a_1$ and method $m_2$ of $a_2$ are both inherited from the same method of the class. Then all that is required is that $m_1$ and $m_2$ are of the same type. They can be different methods!

The conventional approach to managing multiple inheritance is to allow a class to have many superclasses. Either all method names of the superclasses must be distinct, or a priority order is placed on the superclasses to resolve name conflicts. But even this model of multiple inheritance can be too restrictive. Sometimes inheritance can also depend on the context of the request: that is, on the object that requests the method as well as on the method itself. We term this \textit{multi-dimensional inheritance}. For example, an object that manages a database may inherit a method from another object to answer some query from a supervisor, but it will not process the same query from an ordinary user. For another example, consider an object that manages a database of employee histories in some company. If a user requests his ranking in the company, then different methods (which may result in different inheritance paths) are used, depending on whether the user is a manager or a programmer.

The distinction between objects and classes (and metaclasses) forces the organization of the objects into a tree, DAG, or collection of intertwined trees. One is forced to assume the existence of a largest superclass and a class of all classes. This makes it cumbersome to expand a system of objects or to integrate two existing systems. For instance, if there are two hierarchies of objects and we want to integrate them, then we have to decide whether to create a new largest superclass or to use one of the two existing largest superclasses. In either case, the structures of several objects will have to be modified to permit this change.

In this paper we propose a new model of objects that handles multi-dimensional inheritance. The only primitive notions in the model are objects and inheritance; such concepts as classes and superclasses can be derived from them. This results in both simplicity and generality. Our model can simulate the object models of Smalltalk, Smallworld, and some other models in a clean and simple way.

The model we describe in this paper should be viewed as an experiment in language design. We are attempting to refine the notions of "object" and "inherit" exclusive of the notions of "class" and "type". Because we are deliberately excluding notions of type, some of our assumptions are simplistic and unsafe. However to understand what "inheritance" and "type" mean in combination, we must make an attempt to understand them in isolation. We intend to reintroduce some notions of type and organization in future refinements of this
work. In some sense, you can consider this work to be an assembly language for object-oriented systems, with all the connotations of type freedom and unsafe operations included. On the other hand, we are building from a sound semantics of objects and message-passing, as described in section 3.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our model. In Section 3, we show how to interpret objects in the model as communicating processes, and we describe briefly a formal semantics for objects and inheritance. Section 4 will show how some other systems can be simulated by our scheme.

2. Our model

The central notion of our model is the object. An object consists of a set of methods, a set of local procedures, and a private memory (that is, a set of private variables). The variables and local procedures are not visible outside that object. There is no shared memory among objects. There are two types of methods: simple and inherited. A simple method has an executable program associated with it. An inherited method contains the names of other objects from which it inherits methods. Associated with each method is a guard of the form (request, id, action) or (inherit, id, action), where id represents the object requesting the method specified by action.

Objects can send (receive) requests and replies to (from) other objects. Objects can also inherit methods from other objects. A request includes the following fields

(request, source, destination, action, parameters)

where source is the id of the requester, destination is the id of the receiver of the request, action is the action to be performed on the receiver, and parameters are the parameters that are to be used when performing the action. An inheritance includes the fields

(inherit, source, destination, action, parameters)

where source is the id of the (original) sender of the inheritance, destination is the id of the receiver of the inheritance, action is the action to be performed and parameters are the parameters that are to be used when performing the action. A reply is of the form

(object name, result)

where object name is the name of the object receiving the reply.

When an object sends a request, it suspends all of its request activity until it receives a reply for that request. After an object receives a request, it searches the guards of its set of methods to find one that matches the tuple (request, source, action) of the request. If a match is found and it is simple, then the method is executed and the reply is sent to the requester. If an inherited method is found, then an inheritance is sent to another object, still using the id of the original requester.

Conceptually, the inheritance is a request for the code body of the method to be executed (by the receiver of the original request). The new object then searches the guards of its set of methods to find one that matches the tuple (inherit, source, action) of the inheritance. If a match is found and it is simple, then the method code body is returned to the receiver of the original request, who then executes that body. If an inherited method is found, then a new inheritance is sent to another object, still using the id of the original requester.
If no guard matches the request, then an error is returned. This process is repeated until a simple method (or no match) is found.

An object can process only one request at a time, to avoid interference on its private memory. This is an instance of the well-known critical-section problem in distributed computing: if one allows concurrent access to shared variables, then unpredictable behavior can occur as a result of unrestricted access to these shared variables. The solution is to serialize access to the collection of shared variables (as we have done here) or to include explicit interprocess synchronization that guarantees atomic access to the shared resources.

On the other hand, an object can handle several inheritances simultaneously because its memory is not affected. Such an object is acting only as a code repository. For the sake of efficiency, we may actually desire the code repository to act as an agent to execute the code body: that is the reason we include the parameters in the inheritance. The execution of these code bodies must be independent of all other executions within the repository object, including independent executions of the same code body. To preserve our local semantics, the executions must use the private variables of the receiver of the original request. If this optimization is used, then we assume that a capability to these private variables can be sent with the inheritance.

In general, requests and inheritance could be combined by allowing some requests to return values and others to return functions. We prefer to separate these two concepts, because of the different blocking strategies, communication paradigms, and abilities to affect private memory.

One must keep the notion of locality of memory space clearly in mind when considering the evaluation of a request in our model. During the execution of a method, the method may send requests to other objects or make local procedure calls. All variable names in a simple method can refer only to the private memory of the object that receives the original request, any local variables of the method, the names of other objects, and the formal parameters of the action. Note that once a code body of an inherited method reaches a requestor, that code body can refer to the private memory of the requestor. That is, all methods executing within an object consider the private variables of that object to be global. This clearly has the potential for problems, should the imported code refer to non-existent variables or to variables intended for some other use. We intend to modify this naive assumption in future refinements.

Besides allowing exact matches on guards, we also permit wild cards, represented by ?. The wild card ? represents either request or inherit, or any object, or any action. For example, the guard \( \text{request, ?, show} \) would be satisfied by any requester that asks for the show command. The guard \( ?, \text{supervisor, ?} \) will match any request or inheritance by an object named \text{supervisor}. We also have a distinguished id \text{user} representing requests from the user.\(^1\) Suppose, for example, that we have a Smalltalk-like object that has no methods of its own: all methods are inherited from its class. That would be represented by:

\[
(?, ?, ?) \rightarrow \text{INHERIT FROM class \{an object name\}}
\]

On the other hand, in Smallworld, an object could have a special output format for the show command:

---

\(^1\) Other wild cards might be considered: for example, the wild card ?o could matches the id of any other object, but not that of the user.
(REQUEST, ?, show) -> {text of show function}

Furthermore, an object could show itself one way (request directly from a user), but provide a shared code for showing its member objects:

(REQUEST, user, show) -> {function to show myself}
(INHERIT, ?, show) -> {function for member objects}

When several guards match an input message, the most specific guard is chosen. For instance, the guard (request, mailer, send) supersedes (request, ?, send). Because some guards are incomparable, there may be no most specific guard. In that case, a maximal guard, that is, one that is not less specific than any other guard, is chosen nondeterministically. As an alternative to the most-specific and nondeterministic strategy, we could use the Prolog approach: the programmer would order the guards, and the first guard that matches the message signature would be chosen.

Infinite looping can arise if the chain of inheritance forms a cycle. An algorithm is needed to detect this dynamically. A simple scheme is to record the inheritance path as it is traversed to check for repetitive nodes.

Instead of having a hierarchy of objects as in other object models, our model can be thought of as having a network of objects. This obviates the need for such entities as the largest superclass or the class of all classes. It also makes our model simpler and yet more general than most other object models. In particular, because a tree is but one instance of a general graph, the notions of class, superclass and metaclass can be accommodated in this model. See Section 4 for details.

In order to permit multiple inheritance we allow inherited methods to refer to a list of other objects. If such a guard is chosen, an inheritance would be sent to the first object in the list. Should a simple method be returned, then that method would be executed and the inherited method would be complete. Should an error be returned, indicating that no simple method was found, then the next object in the list would be sent an inheritance. If the list is exhausted and no simple method is found, then an error would be returned. Note that our multiple inheritance is at the method level rather than at the (typical) object or class level. This is in keeping with our notion of multi-dimensional inheritance.

It is immediately obvious that this list-based multiple inheritance is only a simple case of a class of generalized inheritance techniques. One could employ a non-deterministic choice of objects to request methods from. More general control structures are also possible based on the state of the local variables of an object, the parameters of the inheritance, or the id of the original object. By identifying multiple inheritance as a particular syntactic object, we have simplified its discussion. Multiple inheritance is now an issue orthogonal to the structure of the network of objects and to the semantics of simple methods and passing messages.

3. Objects as processes

There are several ways of interpreting objects. One interpretation is that objects are records with possible functional components, as in [Ca]. Another interpretation, which seems more natural for our model, is that objects are communicating processes.
A process is an independent computing agent that interacts with its environment solely by passing messages through its input ports and output ports [Ho78]. Each process has a private memory that only it can access. Because processes interact with one another solely by passing messages, the way a process is implemented has no effect on other processes. Only the external behavior of a process matters. There has been extensive research on the formal semantics of processes [Ho83, NDGO, P].

In this interpretation, an object is a process having an input port and output port for receiving and sending requests and replies, and an input port and output port for sending and receiving inheritance. In other words, requests, inheritance, and replies are all messages. On the ports for sending and receiving inheritance, asynchronous message passing is used. An object can send an inheritance any time, and the message is queued on the inheritance-input port of the receiving object. The protocol for the ports for sending and receiving requests and replies is equivalent to remote procedure calls. In this case, after an object sends a request to another object, it cannot resume execution until it receives a reply, because its local state may not be consistent.

By modeling objects and inheritance as communicating processes and messages, we are able to give a simple, formal semantics of objects and inheritance using existing semantics for processes, with minor modifications [NDGO]. Informally, in this approach, a process is specified solely by its set of (external) behaviors. A behavior is an infinite sequence of observations, where each observation is a record of the history of communication events on the process up to some point in time. Thus a behavior is an abstract representation of the communication history in some execution of the process over time. The set of behaviors of a network of processes can be composed from the behaviors of the component processes of the network.

4. Simulating other systems

4.1 Smalltalk [GR]

In Smalltalk, objects have no methods of their own. An object inherits all of its methods from its class. All objects in a class must have the same set of variable names. Using our model, an object x is a Smalltalk class of some other object y if y has class = x, y has no simple methods, and y inherits all methods from x. Furthermore, all members of x must have the same set of private variables. A Smalltalk class x is a subclass of another Smalltalk class y if x inherits methods from only y. Metaclasses are similar.

Classes treat requests from (member) objects with a simple method or through inheritance to the superclass. User requests to a class are inherited from the metaclass of the class. Class variables can be simulated as follows. Associated with each class variable x are two methods getval$ x and putval$ x, which reads and writes on x, respectively. To read (write on) x, an object sends a request to the class and asks it to execute the method getval$ x (putval$ x).

Note that reading the value of a class variable is semantically similar to inheriting a method — consider the inherited variable a nullary function that returns its value. Writing to a class variable is fundamentally different. It involves changing a value in a remote name
space. Access to such a remote space must be serialized with respect to other inheritances and other actions in that space.²

object:
  (REQUEST,?,?,?) -> INHERIT FROM class

class:
  (INHERIT,?,?,m) -> {return method m}
  ...
  (INHERIT,?,?,?) -> INHERIT FROM superclass
  (REQUEST,?,?,?) -> INHERIT FROM class

metaclass:
  (INHERIT,?,?,n) -> {return method n}
  ...
  (INHERIT,?,?,?) -> INHERIT FROM metaclass
  (REQUEST,?,?,?) -> INHERIT FROM "Metaclass"

4.2 Smallworld [LH]

Smallworld objects export all of their variables and can have their own methods. We represent the values of the variables as two methods per variable \( x \): ```getval\$x, putval\$x```. As in Smalltalk, unknown operations follow the class/superclass path. In our model, an object \( y \) is a Smallworld class of some other object \( z \) if \( z \) inherits methods from only \( y \). Here are some examples of objects and classes in Smallworld.

object:
  (REQUEST,?,?,m) -> {perform method m}
  ...
  (REQUEST,?,?,?) -> INHERIT FROM class

class:
  (INHERIT,?,?,n) -> {return inherited method n}
  ...
  (INHERIT,?,?,?) -> INHERIT FROM superclass
  (REQUEST,?,?,k) -> {perform method k}
  ...
  (REQUEST,?,?,?) -> INHERIT FROM class

5. Conclusions

We have described a generalized model of objects that supports multi-dimensional inheritance. This model is simple yet general. The notions of classes and metaclasses are shown to be definable in terms of the two primitive notions objects and inheritance. Objects are organized into networks rather than hierarchies, thus obviates the need for assuming the existence of a largest superclass and a class of all classes. We also show how objects can be interpreted as communicating processes, thus makes it possible to give a simple formal semantics for objects and inheritance.

We have, in some sense, sacrificed fast algorithms for storing and manipulating hierarchies (trees) in exchange for the increased expressive power of general graphs. We need to

---

² The terminology may be confusing here, so we will relate the terms we use to those of Fig 16.1 of [GR]. We use the term "class" to mean the "instance relationship" as designated by dashed lines. We use the term "superclass" to mean the "class hierarchy" as designated by solid grey lines. Finally, we use the term "metaclass" to mean the "metaclass hierarchy" as designated by solid black lines.
show that we can perform aggregating operations quickly in this general setting: for example, "show me all objects that consider x to be their class." Alternatively, we must provide special fast properties, such as class and superclass. These special properties could have compile-time links rather than run-time searches.

We have also noticed an analogy in our work to that of database theory. One can draw a correspondence between Smalltalk (or Smallworld) and hierarchical databases: they both involve entities collected in a tree-structured organization. Our model corresponds closely to the network database model: requests must navigate through a network of information to satisfy a query. Interestingly, Korth [K] is completing the analogy by developing an object theory based on the relational database model.

After this paper was written, we learned about the Emerald system at the University of Washington [BL1, BL2]. Their system does not use our notion of inheritance, but we find a great deal of similarity between our notion of "object" and theirs. In addition, their specification of interfaces is similar to the direction we would like to take in that area. A more extensive comparison between our object model and that of Emerald will appear in our future papers on this topic.

Our future research is to refine our model to reintroduce notions of type-safety of parameters, organization of objects, specification of methods, and verification of correctness. We want to study dynamic inheritance in our model: that is, to allow a method to change the inheritance specifications of the methods within an object. We also want to investigate alternative inheritance strategies, where we allow the inherit from operation to be just another statement in the method language. This modification would allow a subclass to inherit an operation from a superclass and then customize the answer, or to involve many different inherited operations in resolving a single request.
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